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Tissue culture systems have been preeminently useful in study 

of the growth cycle of animal cells. This is so partly for tech-

nical reasons: the cells are accessible for analysis and manip-

ulation. Mitosis can be readily observed and morphologically 

less dramatic events followed by labeling with radioisotopes. 

Synchronized cell populations may be induced with inhibitors or 

obtained by selective procedures. The work Dr. Tobey has pre-

sented here is indicative of the degree of sophistication and 

precision possible in studies of the biochemical events that mark 

the cell cycle. He has demonstrated that at each phase of the 

cycle, highly specific histone phosphorylations occur. Students 

of the cell cycle find themselves in such a pleasant experimental 

position for two reasons. First, growth is a property of indi-

vidual cells. Under suitable conditions, an isolated cell in 

tissue culture is capable of division. Hence, for many kinds of 

studies, cell-cell interactions can be ignored. Second, cultured 

cells consist of a homogeneous population. Therefore, properties 
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of individual cells can be inferred from the biochemical analysis 

of cell populations. 

In contrast, differentiation can be viewed as a phenomena of 

interacting, inductive, inhomogeneous cell populations. It is 

not surprising then that such relatively complex events have only 

recently become amenable to experimental analysis in tissue cul-

ture systems. We have had examples of three distinct strategies 

for coping with these problems in this session. Dr. Seeds has 

devised a means for culturing cell aggregates, thereby promoting 

the cell interaction that occurs in developing brain. Under these 

conditions, one finds expression of many of the biochemical mark-

ers associated with control nervous system maturation. 

Dr. Goldstein has used a different approach. Τ cell matura-

tion in vivo appears to require that precursor cells interact with 

thymic epithelium. Dr. Goldstein has demonstrated that thymo-

poietin, a protein extracted from the thymus and now purified to 

homogeneity, induces in Τ cell precursors membrane changes asso-

ciated with maturation. This implies that at least certain thy-

mic functions are mediated by a hormone, and has made possible 

investigation of the biochemical basis of the differentiation 

process. 

Dr. Papaconstantinou induces hemoglobin synthesis by treating 

Friend leukemia cells with dimethylsulfoxide. The mechanism 

whereby this simple chemical produces complex changes in gene ex-

pression is not known. While dimethylsulfoxide is certainly not 

the physiologic "messenger" for differentiation, it is convenient 

to use, reproducible in its effects, and productive of genuine 

expression of differentiated function. The system is under in-

tensive investigation in a number of laboratories. This work, in 

effect, holds in abeyance the study of the physiologic initiator 

of differentiation to concentrate on subsequent events. 

The kinetics of the response of Τ cell precursors to thymo-

poietin and Friend leukemia cells to dimethylsulfoxide stand in 

sharp contrast. Τ cell specific surface antigens appear on pre-T 
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cells in hours, but several rounds of cell replication must super-

vene before hemoglobin synthesis can be demonstrated in the leu-

kemia cells. Pre-T cells thus appear fully committed to a partic-

ular pathway of differentiation, awaiting only an inductive sig-

nal. The signal, as in other systems where expression of differ-

entiated function is triggered, appears to act through modulation 

of cyclic AMP levels. There is much evidence that cyclic nucleo-

tides, in turn, function by regulating the activity of protein 

Phosphokinase. Recent work using kinase mutants has helped to 

confirm this (Coffino et al., 1976). Perhaps it will prove true 

that phosphorylation and dephosphorylation events act as a general 

switch to regulate pre-existing cellular mechanisms, while more 

complex (and less readily reversible?) biochemical events, some-

times requiring cell division, occur when commitment to differ-

entiation is induced in more pluripotent cells. 
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